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Dear Reader,
 I came to this university knowing only one thing—that 
I wanted to write. The community I have become a part of, that 
has shaped me into the person I am today, is represented in 
this magazine with contributors, staff, and supporters alike. So 
whether you are reading for a peer, a student, or a friend, know 
you are sharing something much bigger than a single work of art, 
something bigger than you or me. 
 The Oval is a place for young artists to share their voices 
with the community through writing and visual arts. In the 
following pages you will find a mixture of genres and themes, but 
every voice has one thing in common—they are all University of 
Montana undergraduates. Our campus is built around an oval 
path, the heart of the university where students and staff share 
their lives. The oval is the concrete system serving to connect all 
the people on campus, no matter their discipline. Our magazine 
was so named because it brings our creative community together 
in the same way.  
 The Oval owes many thanks to Sue Samson, and the 
Mansfield Library, to ASUM and its passionate senators, Jill 
Bergman and the entire English Department, David Gates, 
Prageeta Sharma and the Creative Writing Program, and Ken 
Price and his staff at UM Printing and Graphics. All of you 
make it possible for us to continue to do what we do. A personal 
thank you goes to The Oval’s faculty advisor, Robert Stubblefield, 
devoting so much of himself to his students, and helping The Oval 
achieve our goals, inspiring us all to be better writers, students, 
and people. Thank you to Shannon Jansen for her much needed 
support, and finally thank you to our dedicated staff and all of 
our contributors. You make up the creative world of UM and 
make The Oval possible. 
—Zoë Bulick 
Editor-in-Chief
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In the
garden in march
By Katherine DeGrandpre
From earth double dug 
and sifted between hands 
like Sunday school prayers,
I pull the last overwintered kale
for tonight’s sacramental salad.
I kneel in pews of soil 
among a congregation
of scattered trowels
and abandoned terra cotta,
gloves cast aside for bare palms
and dirty fingernails.
I give my confession only to earth worms:
Forgive me father for I have sinned.
It has been many seasons
since my last confession. 
I have forgotten to dig the potatoes,
and prune the raspberries.
I have forsaken my flocks 
of cold crop cabbage 
and seedy winter wheat.
I have dishonored the sunflowers, 
surrendering them unto the wind,
and skipped a month of garden mass. 
Seven Hail Marys
and dig for me fifty holes. 
In each hollow, place one green pea. 
Finish with new dirt.
Build a trellis of sturdy bow.
Wipe hands on Sunday’s best jeans.
Build me an ark of vines,
and so this is my promise,
rain will come. 
14                        Katherine DeGrandpre
Breakfast 
Haikus
By Tyler Taylor
The Flip: A Movement in Three Parts
Battered body rests.
My hand this spatula grasps.
Tongue licks mapled lips.
The Assembly of Strips: Accompanied by Fanfare
Orchestral sizzle.
Snap and pop of bubbling swine.
Grease and smoke paint stove.
Melody: For Percussion
Grinding blackest pearls,
Yield your fiery elixir,
Boiling bitter kiss.
The Sunny Side of Life
Fertility lost.
A solidification.
Benedict farmer.
  Tyler TAylor                                 15
Shell
By Lindsey Appell
Autumn came when Elle’s windows steamed up and her kitchen began to reek of vinegar.  Autumn came sometimes in August, 
sometimes not until November.  The year Robert turned twenty-four 
autumn came on September 19, four years to the day since Missy was 
killed.  
 “I’m guessing your brother is out?” Robert asked, standing in 
the doorway, looking at the frame’s ancient paint.
 “Rob-Rob-Robbie-Robert!” Elle said, turning toward him 
with a jump.  The long childhood nickname flowed from her lips like 
the hot vapor that hovered in the entryway.  “I didn’t know you were 
going to be in town!  Of course Tim’s out, what do you think?  Hey, 
while you wait, you can make yourself useful and shell some peas.”
 Elle hunched over the stove, clutching her canning tongs.  She 
smiled and her face was blotched and puffy.  From heat or crying, 
Robert didn’t know, but he tried not to wonder about those sorts of 
things.  Not with Elle, anyway.  Never with Elle.
 “Smells like something died in here,” Robert said, regretting 
his words immediately. Elle appeared unaffected.  Robert sighed and 
wrinkled his nose at the room’s pungent odor as he slid his thumbnail 
into a pulpy peapod.  The soft crunching sound, once so satisfying in 
his childhood, made Robert cringe.  He slid four peas into an empty 
ceramic bowl.
 Elle laughed and turned to the table, straightening her lacy 
kerchief over her tangled hair.  “We’ve been canning every fall since 
we were kids and now you start complaining about the smell?”  Robert 
stared at the peas and smirked.
 “I was always too scared of your mom to say anything,” he said.
 “Ah, well she’ll be back tomorrow, don’t you worry.  She can 
start scaring you again.”
 Robert said nothing and continued to shell.  He thought 
about Mrs. Kostas and wished Tim would hurry up and get back from 
wherever the hell he was.  Elle stood by the table, still, as if waiting. 
Robert heard her suck in her breath, prepared to speak.  Her shoulders 
drooped.  She sat down at the table and began to shell.  Terrible sappy 
music buzzed under static from the radio.  Crack crunch clatter, the 
peas collected in the bowl and the radio hissed.  Hiss hiss “…kiss me…” 
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hiss “…miss…miss…miss me” hiss hiss miss missy missy Missy...
 “You cut your hair again,” Elle said, suddenly sitting up 
straight.  Robert shrugged and stood up to shut off the radio.  “Thank 
you.  I hate that station.”
 Robert dropped back into his chair.  “It’s hot,” he said.
 “Oh, but you used to wear it long all through the summer when 
you were little,” Elle said, brushing her hand through his short black 
bristles.  Robert shuddered, hoped Elle hadn’t noticed.  Three more 
pods left.  Elle placed her hands, one on top of the other, in front of her 
on the table.  Robert thought she looked like a 50’s housewife except 
for the nails with the chipped red polish, chewed all bloody down to 
the quick.  Plus she was never married and only had the one kid, an 
early college mishap.  Mrs. Kostas didn’t approve of that until Missy 
was actually born.  Then the world made sense again—Mrs. Kostas 
became Granny Kostas.  She got to be Granny Kostas for five years.
 Gravel crunched and Curry barked.  The chain-link fence 
clanged where he scratched his paws against it in excitement.
 “Shut your yapper-hole, you fat little turd,” Tim shouted.  The 
screen door swung open.  “Whooey, sis, what kind of poison you 
brewing up in here?”
 Elle silently slid her finger along the inside of the last pea pod. 
Robert looked up.
 “Well, look who it is!  Robbie!  You come home for the 
celebration?”
 “Celebration?” Robert asked.
 “Yeah!  Hell yeah!  My new job, didn’t I tell you about it?  Well, 
come on, grab a beer and I will,” Tim said, motioning toward the porch.
 Robert followed, not looking back at Elle.  She could have been 
cleaning up the empty peapods, she could have been crying.  Robert 
didn’t know and he tried not to wonder.  He couldn’t.  
 “You remember the old man’s brewery, the one he delivered 
for all those years?” Tim asked.
 When he was alive, Mr. Kostas drank a six pack of beer every 
night before bed.  The beer, quality lager supplied by the Red Lodge 
brewery for which he worked, earned Mr. Kostas an esteemed place 
among Tim’s friends, though he never actively supplied them.  
 Robert glanced down at the lager in his hand.  “The one you 
stole all that beer from, yeah?”  Tim laughed and pushed a whining 
Curry away with his foot.  Robert lifted the obese dachshund onto his 
lap and scratched his ears.
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 “You didn’t mind back when you were drinking it,” Tim said. 
Robert shook his head.  He thought he heard muffled sobs coming 
from the kitchen. 
 According to Tim, the brewery never found out about his 
theft.  Mr. Kostas, who had gone to great pains to get the job for Tim, 
had fired him but never reported the crime.  “Anyways, I got my old job 
back.  You know what this means?”
 The kitchen radio blared in answer.  Curry yapped and 
launched from Robert’s lap.  “How does he not snap those little legs 
doing that?” Robert said.  
 “You even listening?” Tim asked.  He shouted a string of 
slurred obscenities and Curry retreated to his dog house, tail between 
legs.
 “Yeah, congrats.  Look, I’m only in town for a couple a days.  I 
just came by to say hi, you know, check on…everyone,” Robert said.  
 “Well hell!  Come on down to Stockman’s tonight.  Play some 
pool.  Come on, how long’s it been since we partied together?”
 Robert looked back through the screen door.  Elle still sat at 
the table with her back to the outside.  She shuddered visibly.
 “All right.  Just tonight, though,” Robert said, turning back to 
Tim.
 Robert entered through the old north-facing door, next to 
which stood a short, fake spruce, permanently lit with Christmas 
decorations.  The wood paneling above the stone wainscoting was 
covered in hundreds of brands, all burned black into its surface, 
emanating 50 years’ worth of cigarette smoke, absorbed into its wooden 
pores.  Tim was already at the bar, chatting up a waitress who looked to 
be just out of high school.
 “Hey, Bobby boy, you made it!  Jess, get us a pitcher of whatever 
shit we had the last time we got drunk together.”  
 The girl smiled shyly and bent to retrieve a clean pitcher from 
beneath the rows of bottles.  Tim slapped Robert on the shoulder and 
ushered him to a nearby table.  He smelled like hurried shots of cheap 
whiskey and he burped loudly as he sat down.  
 “How’s life been treating you, Rob?  You still working for that 
garage up in Forsyth?  You got a girl?” Tim grinned at Jess as she placed 
a pitcher of beer on the table.  She brushed her hands across her denim 
skirt and shuffled to the back room where people who ordered food sat 
with their families.  Laughter and arguments carried over the noise of 
poker machines and clanking glasses.
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 “Same old,” Robert said, pouring himself a glass of the pale 
alcohol Tim seemed so fond of.  Tim shook his head.
 “Man, you really need to get laid.”
 “What?”  Robert drank his beer and winced.
 “It’s written all over your face, dude.  It says, ‘I need pussy.’”   
 Tim laughed and halfway slid off his stool.    
 “You can’t even see straight, man.  You don’t know anything,” 
Robert said, forcing a laugh.
 “Shit, man.  If you want good head, you should try out Cali, the 
other waitress, she’ll go after anything with a dick,” Tim said, gesturing 
toward the bar.  The bad beer went sour in Robert’s stomach.  Tim 
droned on, and Robert allowed his mind to walk about the cluttered 
room.  The pool table in the corner was surrounded by a large group 
of underage hipsters who no doubt wished there was more to do on a 
Saturday night in September.  Across from them sat a trio of middle 
aged women, sipping bottles of lager.  One of the women wore a deep 
mauve shawl on her shoulders and long, beaded earrings.  She laughed 
at something the other women had said and Robert jumped slightly.
 “Hey,” he said, interrupting Tim’s monologue.  “You see that 
woman over there, with the crazy earrings?  Recognize her?”
 “Naw, man—she’s old!  You want something fresh,” Tim 
slurred.
 “No, shut up.  I mean, isn’t that Liza?  What’s she doing back in 
town?”  Tim stared blankly for a moment.  Then recognition slithered 
across his features.
 “The crazy babysitter?” Tim asked.  
 That was one way of remembering her, Robert thought.
 Liza “Moonshadow” Livingston used to rent the apartment 
above Milo’s Grocery store and she had been Elle’s favorite person. 
Robert’s grandparents, based on a glowing recommendation by Mrs. 
Kostas, had hired her as a babysitter on numerous occasions.  Even 
when they didn’t need babysitting, however, Elle and Robert continued 
to stop by her home for various afterschool diversions.  Tim, of course, 
avoided any contact with the woman that was not absolutely necessary. 
When invited to visit with them, he would shake his head violently and 
say, “She’s weird.” 
  Liza was the only midwife in Estivage, though a good deal 
more babies were delivered at the tiny community hospital than by her 
enchanted hands.  Enchanted, she insisted, for she had met a Higher 
Being while clambering over rockslides along the edge of Glacier Lake 
in the Beartooth Mountains.  Until that moment she had merely been 
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a spinster X-ray technician with a passing interest in the occult.
 “‘Moonshadow,’ she called me,” Liza would whisper over tea 
and Oreos.  “I knew it was my True Name.  I knew then I had to turn 
toward my True Self, my True Purpose: bringing life into the world!”
 The children would sit transfixed, and Robert would picture 
the encounter in his mind.  Sometimes the Higher Being appeared in 
the form of a mighty cow moose suckling a calf, sometimes a ghostly 
shaman wrapped in bearskin—Liza never divulged the details of its 
appearance.  She only asserted that it was “otherworldly.”  At the end of 
their visits the children would always beg Liza to read the Tarot cards 
for them—something she refused for a long time.
 “What would your parents think, good church-goers?  I 
wouldn’t want them to accuse me of teaching their children witchcraft,” 
she would insist.
 “My parents aren’t religious,” Robert would say.  Liza would 
only smile.
 “When you’re older.” 
 She made good on her promise, though long after Robert and 
Elle had stopped believing in her “Higher Being.”  Robert was fifteen. 
Elle was graduating from high school.
 “I have a present for you,” Liza said, creeping up to the picnic 
table with a huge smile and a dark velvet bag.  Elle gave Robert a 
knowing smile.  Robert felt his face flush and fingers go numb.  
 Liza pulled out her cards and began to shuffle.
 “I promised you I’d read for you when you were older,” she 
said.  She spread the cards out on the table before Elle.  Robert didn’t 
understand most of what Liza rambled on about, but the last part of 
her prediction remained embedded in his memory.
 “I will deliver your first child!  Isn’t that exciting?”  
Elle smiled politely.
 “But, no.  Huh, this doesn’t make sense.  Two thresholds, here 
and back…”
 “What?” Elle asked, amused. 
 “Well, it appears that I will be there at the beginning and at, 
well, at the end of your child’s life.”
 Elle raised an eyebrow.
 “Ah!  But no matter.  Surely I will be there in spirit, once she’s 
old and ready to cross over.  And I, as the midwife who brought her in 
to the world, will help guide her out.”
 “Her?” 
 “Well, surely.  Someone like you could only give birth to a 
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beautiful baby girl!” said Liza, smiling broadly, as though proud of 
herself.
 “Whatever you say,” said Elle, laughing.  “Thanks for the 
reading, Liza.”
 Liza was not there at the end.  She had moved to Seattle by 
then.  But she flew back for the funeral.  She wore layers of silky black 
fabric with silver embroidery, and when she entered the church, she 
sighed deeply and laid a ring-covered hand on Robert’s arm.
 “Such a tragedy.  I never dreamed I had the power to predict 
such things,” she said to Robert, shaking her head. 
 Elle stood at the entrance of the church, pale and hollow-
looking.  She made a sudden, snake-like movement toward Liza, 
and slapped her once favorite person across the face.  Liza’s lip was 
split open, and Mrs. Kostas attempted to apologize for her distraught 
daughter.  Robert stared.  Liza was still, then nodded, and left the 
church.  She understood, Robert thought. Perhaps for the first time in 
her life, she really understood.
 “Oh shit!” Tim said, slamming his hand onto the table and 
spilling his beer.  “She’s the one Elle bitch-slapped at the funeral, isn’t 
she?”  He laughed loudly at the memory.  Robert felt a bolt of electric 
energy shoot through his brain.
 “She’s not doing well, is she?” he asked sharply.
 “What, Elle?  Hell, she’s fine.  A little crazy, like she always was, 
and Ma keeps saying she’s not ready to leave home yet.  Ready if you 
ask me.  At least I wouldn’t have to eat her cooking anymore.”  Tim 
giggled and called Jess over to refill the pitcher.  Robert was well aware 
that Tim thought of himself as a regular comedian, and that alcohol 
only intensified that particular delusion.  
 “Come on, man, what the hell is wrong with you?  It’s the 
anniversary of Missy’s death and you’re acting like it’s New Year’s,” 
Robert said, pushing away a proffered beer.
 “Huh?  Whoah, whoah.  Look, I know it’s not easy, okay?  But 
we can’t just mope around for the rest of our lives.  Elle’s gotta get over 
it.”
 “Get over it?  Jesus fucking Christ, she was her daughter!” 
Robert stood.
 “Yeah, one she didn’t even want.  She just got stupid and 
knocked up.  If it were me I woulda—”  
 Blood and saliva splattered the skirt of a passing patron.  The 
crunching of Tim’s jaw brought to Robert’s mind the sound of Elle’s 
crisp peas.  Nausea followed anger closely, but the scuffle was brief. In 
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the aftermath, Robert could see Liza Moonshadow clutching her chest 
with her pale hands.
 “Knock it off!” shrieked Cali.  Robert tossed a few bills into 
the lap of a bleeding and half-conscious Tim. Cali, checking the face 
on the bills, promptly stuffed them into her pocket.  She began to clean 
up the table as Robert left the bar.
 The old house, the one he’d grown up in, was empty save for 
the refrigerator, an old TV and the four-poster bed his grandparents 
had slept in all their married lives.  Sitting on the floor, Robert switched 
on the TV and stared at his swollen knuckles.  Once his grandfather’s 
estate was settled Robert could be rid of the town for good.  The house 
smelled like mothballs and faded memories.  A terrible talk show host 
interviewed a jilted lover who wept profusely for the studio audience. 
Robert had lost the remote, but he wasn’t really watching anyway.
 Elle had been afraid, at first, to tell her mother about the 
pregnancy.  She came home for spring break that semester, though 
she was supposed to be in Seattle with friends.  Robert had just hung 
up the phone after conspiring with Tim about a campfire and a keg 
when he saw Elle’s anxious face peering in the kitchen window.  The 
grandparents had gone to bed early, so Robert quietly slipped out the 
front door to meet her.
 “Elle, ah, what are you doing here?”
 She had looked at him with desperate eyes, shaking violently 
in the early spring chill. 
 “I…” she started, before choking on a sob.  Robert felt a strange 
combination of embarrassment and deep sadness and could only think 
of how beautiful she looked even unshowered and tearful.
 “I need a place to stay,” she said, finally.
 Without asking for an explanation, Robert had given up his 
bed and rolled a sleeping bag out on the floor.  Just as he was beginning 
to ignore Elle’s close proximity and the sound of her breathing, she 
whispered, “I’m pregnant.”
 He hadn’t answered.  He was too afraid.  Afraid that underneath 
any attempts at comfort or sympathy the sickening and bizarre feelings 
of betrayal would leak through.  He could only listen.
 “I’m listening,” the talk show host said.  Robert opened his 
eyes and remembered his throbbing hand.
 Quiet steps on the porch and the sound of the tinny doorbell 
roused Robert from his trance.  He rose stiffly and walked to the door. 
Elle stood outside, looking tired.
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 “I hear you got in a brawl,” she said as Robert opened the door.
 “Something like that,” he murmured.
 “Can I come in?” she asked, smiling.  Robert moved to the 
side as Elle stepped onto the grey carpet.  Her hair was damp—she 
had washed the vinegar smell away.  In its place was the faint scent of 
soap and the peppermint lotion she religiously rubbed into her heels. 
“Wow.  You sure have cleaned the place out.  Are you really going to sell 
it?”
 “Yeah.”
 “Huh.”
 They stood in the empty room, watching each other, for a long 
moment.  Elle cleared her throat.  “You, ah, got anything to drink?” she 
asked.
 “Just tap water.  I guess there’s an old bottle of gin in the 
freezer.”
 “Gin,” Elle said.  Robert gave her a look but poured out two 
small Dixie cups of liquor.  The gin immediately began to soak through 
the waxy paper.  Elle sucked it down quickly and shook herself.
 “Good,” she said, shivering.
 “It’s terrible,” Robert said, tossing the cups in the plastic bag he 
had hung on the door of the refrigerator for garbage.
 “You’re right.  It’s bad.  Can I have another?”
 “No.”
 Elle glared, then smiled, then laughed.  “Okay, you’re right. 
What did Tim do to piss you off, anyway?  You used to be so patient 
with him.”
 “Nothing.  Just got on my nerves, is all,” Robert said, kicking 
the carpet.  Dust scattered.
 “Robbie, you don’t punch people for no good reason.  I know 
you.”  Her smile was beginning to falter.
 “It’s not a big deal, Elle.”
 “It’s bigger than you’re making it out to be.  Come on, tell me,” 
she said.
 “Look, it’s really not important,” Robert said, not looking her 
in the eye.
 “I’m not some fragile glass doll!” Elle said suddenly, color 
rushing to her cheeks.  Angry tears filled her eyes.
 “I don’t think—”
 “Dammit!  I’m a grown woman!  Not some sick little…little 
girl!”  Her shivering increased.
 “Elle?”  She wasn’t looking at him.  She wasn’t looking at 
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anything in particular.  She stumbled and braced herself against the 
wall.  Robert watched her, confused.  
 “I’m sorry,” she whispered.  “I’m so sorry.”
 “For what?  Why are you apologizing?”
 “I’m sorry.”
 “Elle.  Elle!”  Robert gently shook her shoulders and stepped 
back.  Gradually she straightened up and seemed to focus.
 “Robert?” she said.
 “Yes, it’s me.  What’s wrong?”
 “Robert.  Do you love me, Robert?”
 There was no answering that question.  Not with words.
 “I…”  Robert could only stammer.
  Stepping forward, she gently positioned her head under his 
chin.  She grasped the thin material of his T-shirt.  His lungs turned 
to ice.  The paralysis passed and Robert lowered his mouth to the 
top of her hair.  Elle gasped as though realizing where she was.  She 
gripped Robert’s arms and looked up, her face was the dark light of 
early morning.  
 As a child, Robert found his feelings often conflated with Elle’s 
to the point that they were indistinguishable.  She was like an older 
sister, a model of all that was good and beautiful.  When older boys 
began to notice the subtle curve of her thighs and the way her face 
flushed in the wind, Robert felt his desires at last diverge from hers—
she would no longer be the map by which he chose his path.  He could 
at last separate her happiness from his need to see her happy.  
 Surely this was what fulfillment felt like.  Elle’s mouth tasted 
like juniper berries, bitter from the gin, but her breath was a Chinook. 
She ripped at her own clothing, vicious in her eagerness to be liberated 
from it.  Robert stood at arm’s length, dizzy with shock.  The numbness 
reached his fingertips as he traced the angles and curves—each new, 
yet familiar—that he knew only from the shadows of his dreams.  Awe 
engulfed him as they fell together through years, exploring patterns 
of scars that connected them and pushed them apart.  Elle answered 
Robert’s sighs of relief with the tiniest murmurs, each a shattering blow 
aimed at the hollow walls of the house.
 No words.  Not with Elle.  They weren’t needed with Elle.
Even the thin bed sheets were too much.  They lay on top of the 
blankets with the window open.  A strand of hair rested at the corner 
of Elle’s mouth and her dark eyebrows twitched and knotted while she 
dreamed.  Robert listened to her breathing against the nothing in the 
air.  The street light cast a pinkish glow on the room, and shadows 
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of moths flickered against the wallpaper until he slept, quietly and 
deeply.      
 The morning came, damp and cool, and Robert blinked his 
eyes in the faint light of the dawn.  Elle’s side of the bed was empty. 
The quilt curled and wrinkled where her legs had twisted in and out 
of its folds.  Robert lay in silent wonderment and loneliness.  The TV 
was still on, manic cartoons faintly playing in the living room.  Robert 
cursed and rose to turn it off.  The early morning light made the room 
appear somehow larger and more alive.  Something about the house 
itself, Robert thought, felt different.  Movement in the back yard caught 
his eye, and he went to the window.
 It had rained.  The brown patches that outnumbered the 
sections of overgrown grass were turned to mud.  Water dripped from 
the elm leaves that framed the window.
 Elle’s toes were caked with mud and in her right hand she held 
a fistful of old dandelions.  She sat with her legs stretched before her, 
naked and watching the sky.  The sun, glowing copper, rose over her 
shoulders and tangled hair, burning her away into a silhouette—a spot 
of light at the back of Robert’s eyes.
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Absolute
By Sophie O’Brien
absolutely small are the politics
of pure science; the quasi-ethical rules that poke
    and prick
 with feigned practicality.
give me the naked truth.
give me poetry in all of her nude
beauty, words of  sex
and   passion
maybe soft love
  running down her paper skin
like water, or sweat.  steamy evaporation.
  crawling condensation.
give me those words that batter the body,
leaving angry bruises like hot plums
that pound with a heart   beat.
 the words and their truth intoxicate.
i am drunk with vernacular. reeling
with rhyme. poetry will take me to her secret place
and after i let her undress me, unbuttoned coat,
  ripped cotton dress on the floor,
my shoes muddy with politics,
   we will wash our wounds,
  licking away the blood drawn
from the ends
          of our little fingers       by the absolutely small swords of science.
we will laugh at the little napoleon of reason.
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Gorjus
By Claire Mikeson
Virginia, I can tell by your brow you are one of those
who, when playing dress-up in front of rusted mirrors, 
sees down black tunnels of your pupils, spiraling already 
past a red fraying knot in your tender throat, into charged 
pulsing purple of your heart. 
Already, you cast your shadow upon the sparse grass, 
September’s brittle skeletons, tracing the feral outline of 
your unwashed curls. You will never know naked, with 
foot soles stained dirt brown, mouth crimson, skin smeared
with residual salt veneer.
Virginia, you will awaken in the middle of the night, 
shaken by reverberations of your own quivering atoms, 
too rigid to scream. There will be lines on your face from 
so much looking, fleeting dogwoods blooming in your furrows,
Virginia, you will be one of those.
Already, there is dirt beneath your jagged fingernails,
a dying bee clenched in your tiny palm, blood leaking
like your humming song, and a decaying dress where the
mud ate at your edges, first rendering the erratic child-dance, 
the razor of your quiet cadence.
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Environment
By James Davenport
F ootball.We are not Texas. Let me begin by repeating what we aren’t: Texas. 
The small town, Friday Night Lights. Driving home from practice in 
the evening, livestock like ants in green fields. Topping out the Chevy 
on a dirt road. Burger joints. Waitresses in red checkered dresses and 
country music from a tinny speaker. Walk a block. Get your haircut 
there. Dad will let you inside now.
 Not here. In Deer Lodge, MT, the streets are lined with trash 
from the week’s drunkenness and the air smells of a grease fire. Here, 
the local paper makes headlines of distant relatives having once met 
Jodie Foster. Here, the social constructs and expectations are chaotic 
and bent, last decade’s high school graduates imposing their will and 
their memories—less distinct and more whimsical with each passing 
day—upon the impressionable minds of young, aspirational football 
players. Someday, I want to be like Mister Chilcott, and work on my 
snowmobile in the high school parking lot too.
 Farm boys with big muscles are half a lie. Most just milk cows 
and all the young fellers already have that kind of muscle for one reason 
or another. Big forearms don’t win football games. Well, everywhere 
except here, in Deer Lodge, Montana. Problem is, most our cows are 
specifically reserved for slaughter.
 “Dedication! Dedication! Enthusiasm! Enthusiasm! Blue and 
gold! Blue and Gold!” We gather our dirt-smeared football helmets in 
the air. Coach Cutler leads the call and we echo it, satiated with the 
night’s figurative blood-letting. “Victory! Victory!” I watch the Loyola 
Rams take a knee in the darkness of the end zone. The lights are off and 
I can only see the moon’s light reflecting from their helmets.
 Cutler’s face is flushed. His adrenaline is contagious, natural, 
and we all follow suit. He begins to cry and so do we.
 “Tonight, boys, tonight you remember the face of your father,” 
he says. I don’t quite understand the concept; some of my teammates 
don’t know their fathers. Some choose not to remember. I remember 
mine. I remember his. I remember the shed.
Lineage
 Once, my great grandfather lined my family up behind the 
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shed with an intent to shoot them each in the head. But he didn’t, 
instead he just fell into a crumpled ball of saggy skin and tears. This 
was after he lost his marginal plot of land bordering Flathead Lake in 
a bad poker hand with the big boys. He died bouncing off the walls 
in Warm Springs and left the family in a hereditary monetary trench. 
Funny thing is, knowing I was a hairline crack away from non-existence 
doesn’t bother me, it’s not knowing what that damn shed looked like 
that does.
Hunting
 The truck bounds along the frost-glazed gravel road. I am in 
the back, sleeping, generally unaware and nonchalant about blowing 
away some innocent wildlife. My slumped posture and intermittent 
sighs clue my father and his long time buddy, Steve (hell of a mustache), 
into the fact that I don’t want to be there. Hunting had always been a 
chore, albeit a heavy one, that I followed through with only to keep my 
father from spiraling into a deep depression. I worked maintenance, 
primarily the day shift. Mom took the night.
 I wake up to my father shaking me. We are on the perimeter 
of the allotted hunting grounds. Behind us, an exit from I-90 that peels 
off towards Gold Creek. A school bus has stopped there. Children are 
waiting for their parents to pick them up, occupying themselves with 
the hunters in their immediacy. To the front, a small gathering of deer. 
I see the buck my father is squealing about, lie down on the hillside, 
and perform the conflicting, mundane process. I ready myself to take 
a life and blame him for the vapid lack of forethought and subsequent 
absence of guilt. The smell of metallic fire and the echoed clap of 
gunshot. The buck drops and the school children cheer.
Fishing
 I pull my finger through the gills and out the mouth. I hold 
the fish up; it is a small Cutthroat, seven or so inches long. Pulling the 
knife from my vest, I make a small incision near the urethra and slide 
upward towards the gills. The small teeth prick, but never tear. I rip 
hard, evacuating the small trout’s viscera and throw the guts into the 
roiling brew of the spillway. My father pats me on the back and lights 
up his portable Coleman grill. I’m so goddamn tired of this. The shed. 
What if?
And Baseball
 I’m up to bat. Oh, goddamnit, I’m up to bat. I hate fast pitch. 
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They expect too much from a fourth grader, especially the pitchers. I’m 
up to bat. I can feel my father in the stands; his eyes are boring holes 
into my confidence. The first pitc-ohshitohshitoh-ball. Second pitch. 
Cower. Ball. Third pitch. My father screams from the benches. “Swing 
the damn bat!” he says. I do. The ball strikes my index finger, splitting 
the fingernail open. I begin to walk towards first base, assuming the 
call. Foul. Bleeding and budding tears, I step back up to the plate, back 
into my father’s gaze. I strike out and walk several blocks home. Top of 
the second.
Teen Angst
 It’s amazing what full-throttle teen angst can do. Before the 
rebellion, the arm through my door, wall, that upturned bookcase, my 
arm through it all, bleeding; before the mirror was shattered and my 
mother told me what that meant (seven more years of this I guess); 
before I took the truck to the highway in the midst of her menopause 
and his midlife crisis, during that blizzard we still talk about today; 
before I walked to Beck Hill Road and the cops picked me up and then 
I got home and threw my brother to the ground, him crying, red-faced, 
almost purple, wondering where the hell his brother went; before it all, 
I only remember holidays and the first hours of school.
Oh my god mom get the van we have a Radioshack.
 In Sixth grade, I boot up Oregon Trail on a yellowed Macintosh. 
The keyboard’s lettering had faded into unintelligible specks. I get 
dysentery, but still manage to pull an “A” for the day.
 Every street side shop is in a slow metamorphosis, a convergence 
to second-hand. A Sega Dreamcast, introduced to market around 2000 
or so, sits on a shelf in J&J Variety for its original MSRP and every time 
I walk in, I still want it. Maybe, if I mow enough lawns—Nope. “That 
shit will rot your brains.”
 Downtown (or Uptown if you’re down from Downtown) in 
Deer Lodge, Montana consists of dilapidating historic buildings once 
converted to laundromats, once to bars, then, for the most part, shut 
down due to a consistent lack of patronage.
 There exists a donut shop, the owner of which has been dead 
for the most part of my life. Somehow, there are still donuts filling the 
windows. Like he had a son that kept on going, kept the same love for 
donuts. Seems implausible.
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Meat and Potatoes
 “Meat and potatoes. Yep, grew up on that. Norma didn’t have 
much experience else to make what your mother can. Yut. You kids are 
lucky to eat what you eat. Spoiled.”
 The most distinct of the memories I have of my father’s 
memories are those pertaining to food. Open-faced meatloaf 
sandwiches. College. Pour gravy on that. Yeah. That Rainbow Trout 
from the year I was born doesn’t even begin to compare to today’s 
Cutthroat. Douse that in flour and spice. Yeah.
 He recalls foods and their corresponding associations during 
iterative consummations of said foods. I fear that my only memory 
of these meals will be of my father, recalling his own memories of the 
meals. What do I tell my sons and daughters about meat and potatoes? 
What will they tell their own? I’m turning into a temporal loop, infinite 
and barren. Eventually, everything I am will only recall a recollection.
What we are
 He hasn’t actually grown up at all. Neither have I. We’re both 
just bottled with our anxieties, slowly pouring out over the years, 
falling apart, just like this place. Strange how the more my life comes 
into focus, the more fragmented I realize I am, as if I’ve accumulated 
too many memories, too many arbitrary chain-link associations, like 
I’ve spread myself thin across this temporal landscape. All the while, 
Deer Lodge—a three-legged dog, going on two—reflects this self-
epiphany. The dilapidation, physical. I am my father, or at least an 
imperfect projection of his own father’s imperfect projection. I am the 
continuation of a flawed man, the accumulation of an entire lineage of 
anxieties. Will the shed come again?
The Civil War
 Thanksgiving vacation. I’m on my fourth year of college, 
taking a day or two to really recharge my soul, orient myself by visiting 
my family in Deer Lodge. Eat all day, sleep all night. It’s two in the 
morning and I’m stumbling my way through the dim, blurred neon at 
the rear of the Corner Bar. Have to piss. I’m drunker than I’ve been all 
semester. I see Chris standing behind a table in the back of the bar on 
my way to the bathroom; his hands are folded neatly, his mouth closed 
tight like he’s mentally reciting a business proposal. Haven’t seen the 
guy in at least four years. I remember him, how he held the door open 
for three-hundred high school students every day of the year, how he 
once tried to give me Yu-Gi-Oh cards in exchange for a kiss, neither 
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of which I desired, how he found his fourteen year old sister hanging 
from the rafters. He had no friends, only a shack for a home, “parents”, 
and a lonely mastery of the Elven language.
 Chris is wearing a Civil War-era replica of a Confederate 
soldier costume. I greet him, ask him how he’s doing. Apparently he’d 
be doing better if “we didn’t have a nigger as president.”
 I let him know I disagree, but he gives me a Confederate 
perspective on a summarized Civil War anyway. I listen, too drunk to 
really listen. I wrap it up, tell him to follow his dream (oops) and get 
in a vehicle with an old friend, a female ex-Marine from Texas, and an 
old friend of my mother’s; she used to babysit me in first grade when 
she was three-hundred pounds heavier. Twenty minutes later we’re in 
the mountains smoking a bowl and my friend is having a panic attack. 
“She used to babysit you, man. How did we even get here?”
 Fuck if I know.
Merry Christmas
 During winter break of my senior year in college, I had checked 
out. At home I was either sleeping, reading (Run, Rabbit! Damn, you. 
RUN.) or drinking with old friends— who were exactly that: old, not 
unlike myself and simultaneously, as I had come to realize in the length 
of separation, completely unlike myself; we drank to blur the growing 
lines between now and then. I was home, but homesick. My bouts of 
seclusion were only interrupted by the insistent pleas of my lonesome 
father.
 “Wanna go for a ride in the truck? Wanna get a soda pop? 
Wanna go fishing?”
 No. No goddamnit. Leave me alone.
 He would just sit there, in his chair in the corner of the living 
room trading glances with the television, the fly he was tying, and the 
window. Through it, the high school was visible across the street. It was 
empty now, but in a week’s time would be overrun with the thinning 
youth of Deer Lodge. They looked smaller every year. My father 
hunched over his fly. A wooly-bugger, incomplete, the circular frill of 
its abdomen was missing. His hair was a grey wisp, lighter than air; the 
weight of it mirrored the sad smile that hung on his face when I told 
him “No”. He looked smaller this year, too. The couch deepened and 
swallowed me as I fell asleep to the hesitant southern drawl of a man 
selling knives on TV.
 My Aunt Betty called the week after I returned to Missoula. 
She told me my dad called and wouldn’t stop talking about how happy 
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he was to watch his boys sleep.
Where we are
 I asked my sister’s husband where he thought Deer Lodge 
would be in twenty years. With the mill shutting down and the general 
population spreading to bigger cities, I couldn’t help but think Deer 
Lodge might disappear, or become something else completely.
 “Right where it’s always been,” he said. And he’s right. 
Everything will end, but it will take a long time. We hold on to tradition, 
on to who we are, no matter how twisted and scattered our identities 
might be. Life is shaped around one’s environment. Home isn’t always 
tangible, but it’s a place.
 Who am I? What am I holding on to? I hold on to Deer Lodge; 
both prisons, all six churches, the trailer parks, its insane occupants. I 
hold on to my father despite his inability to understand me. I don’t quite 
understand me either. I hold on to the shed, because murderous intent 
might not always shape murderous intent and history is good for your 
bones. At times, these people, places, and ideas are easy scapegoats for 
all the scars in one’s life. Sometimes, these people learn to text and all 
misgivings are forgotten.
The first four texts from my dad 
“Are afraid to mastcjh minds with me? Pussuy” 
“Which breed of dog is rated more iq labs or goldens?” 
“Whats a can of corn refer to?” 
“What was long dong silverds real name?”
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Dear 
Champa Dolma,
By Suzy Bertsche
I met you in Kibber,
a cinnamon colored village
beneath white distended clouds
on a stucco rough hillside.
A transatlantic flight to Delhi,
overnight train north,
bus to Kaza,
jeep ride to your blue door.
You were three, I was eighteen.
A year after spending seven nights
in a bed facing your cousin,
I got her letter.
It didn’t start with “Joule”
or “Namaste,”
but “Hello.”
She didn’t mention you,
or your swollen-eyed friends
who played tag around
the monks’ gompa.
The letter smelled of
dirt soaked yaks
your father brought down
from the hills at dusk,
stunted purple flowers
I have long forgotten
the Spiti name for,
chai garam that gave me shigella,
shadowed dust swept away
by your aunt each morning before
I woke up to make roti
and eggs with onions.
I wrote an ode to you.
I read it aloud only once.
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Now that I am not
acclimated to sleep at 14,000 feet,
I am nervous it was the lack
of oxygen that made it sing.
Every day I wrote a poem
about your family.
They are all locked up
in a thin notebook.
Not one picture of you smiling,
too smart for my camera,
always looking past the lens,
through the pupil,
to the bone socket.
Your forehead had more wrinkles
than your grandma,
who washed your hair
in a slice of stream, and
tried to feed me tsampa
mixed with chaang.
I tell others of
your purple sweater,
plastic pearls, top knot.
I don’t tell them
your cheeks were rough,
frayed by the sun
or that you never
once looked into my eyes,
even when your cousin
had me hold you
for that picture.
All the best,
Kalsang/Suzy
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The 
Seamstress
By Hannah Herkert
In Morning
Like judging the wind
for falling timber
they buckle and drop dull.
In silence, we cut dirt
out of respect.
Some time ago
For my mother’s birthday
I stitched her a quilt.
Crooked and weak,
The thread wound it’s way back out.
I loaded the needle with
squares of soft pinks,
  strips of bird blue.
They loosened and tore away.
I was too young to be very good
at anything.
My Father
 Sat in a chair too big for him.
 A tweed upholstery,
 Head rest oil blacked to smooth.
 I clung to the buttons
 of his shirt,
 the same buttons
 my mother had laid in,
 her spear pinched in nubbed nails.
I know
There was a heat to you,
made up of movement, the in-between,
the last taste of a beaded glass,
        silver pins shining between
your teeth as you worked.
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  Once, we were whole but
like a coating of dust,
like lifelessness in texture,
you fell.
I asked
To help you
throw it over the rail,
to beat it out.
Clean and new.
You loosened it all, and
  it felt like hair,
felt like you drew it from me,
like you ran out of your own.
I stood on the other end,
        helpful and obedient.
      Your seamstress.
For all of Your unraveling.
In Mourning
I kissed you.
You were still warm.
Your eyes were open,
violent and white against
the early air.
I watched your body steam
from up under ground
in waves like
you were rising.
In quiet morning
we buried twenty years.
I was cold
and hugged myself.
I took over sewing.
Young and loose fingered,
I stitched my way
across every room
and every shirt.
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I re-upholstered the tweed chair
while your bones dried.
In my house
There were
rules.
But like cuticles,
They dried and cracked.
Fingertips wore
down
to dirt.
If
My fingers turned sharp
to fine needles
at point and poised
ready to work
to pick down
your spine
to chalk
       I would
thread through you
bare boned and burnt
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The 
Lights Go Out
By Zachary Shearer
Meet George. He’s thin, built like a grey hound. His knees are more like springs than joints, so when he walks, they lead the 
rest of his body as if he’s pedalling a bike. When running, George puts 
his head down, leads with his shoulders, and takes off. At some point 
after that, he falls down. His foot gets caught under him, he loses his 
stride, stumbles, and the tan skin on his arms and face gets scraped 
away to reveal the red underneath. His friends laugh, they can’t help it. 
So George doesn’t run. He sings instead. His voice is deep, gravelly, and 
rarely heard. It comes out in his apartment, when the music is blaring 
and when he’s alone. He looks in the mirror, examines his thin, taut 
face, complete with dull green eyes, and sings along with the Beatles 
on the radio. His eyebrows shoot up and down, he runs a hand through 
his curly, brown hair, and he smiles.
 But this isn’t the George that the rest of the world knows.
 He swings the shop door open a bit too far, so it smacks 
against the doorway with a thwack. He holds it there and waves Jake 
in, before letting it slam behind him. For a brief second, the silence 
of the bookshop is stifling. The long shelves loom all around the two 
boys, threatening them with a calm and subdued gaze.
 “Well! Look at this! A bookstore! I didn’t realize that boring 
had the ability to manifest into physical form,” says George to the 
shelves. His voice carries through the store, winding up and down the 
empty aisles.
 “Yeah, this is boring. Let’s get out of here, I think there’s a 
Gamestop a couple blocks away,” replies Jake with a tinge of frustration 
in his voice.
 “Chill out. We’ve been here like two seconds. I just need to 
find a present for my Mom. It won’t take long.” George’s eyes scan 
the printed section titles. Mysteries? Maybe. Thrillers? No. Memoirs? 
Possibly. Romance? 
 “Should I get my Mom a Romance novel?”
 “I don’t know. Sure. Chicks love that stuff,” says Jake before 
checking his watch.
 “No. Don’t,” another voice rings out from behind them. The 
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two boys turn; the voice came from the cashier, a girl sitting with 
her legs propped up against the desk and a book in her lap. She has 
short brown hair that curls around her ears and a face that screams 
disinterest. Her eyes are settled on the book.
 “And why not?” asks George.
 “Would you buy your Mom porn?”
 “No.”
 “Then don’t get her porn. Go for the memoir section.” She flips 
a page. Jake and George share a glance, then shrug.
 The memoir section is vast. Brightly colored covers and clever 
names vie for attention. George picks up a book, flips through some 
pages, sets it back down. His hand hovers over the shelf. The Glass 
Castle? Sounds pretentious. Eat, Pray, Love? Sounds more pretentious. 
A Heart Breaking Work of Staggering Genius? King of pretentiousness.
 “Well...shit.”
 “Come on, man. Hurry up,” says Jake, before grabbing a book 
off the shelf. “Just get this one.”
 The title reads The Liars’ Club. Here we go, something exciting; 
this should be entertaining.
 “Fine. Let’s go.”
 “Don’t get that for your mom,” smirks the girl.
 “Wha- Why not? You said memoir,” says Jake, clenching his 
jaw. The girl turns to George.
 “Do you want your mom to read a true story about a seven 
year old girl being raped? I mean, it is a well written scene, lots of veins 
and such.”
 “No,” mutters George as his face turns red.
 “If you want, I’ll help you find a book. But you need to take 
back what you said earlier about the store being boring.”
 “Seriously?”
 “Come on, man,” says Jake, “let’s go, this is bullshit.”
 “Dead serious,” she says. George grimaces and his face becomes 
even more red.
 “All right. I apologize. Books are interesting, book shops more 
so. Even when rape is involved.”
 “Damn straight,” mocks the girl, “come on, I’ll show you some 
good ones.” She pulls her legs down from the desk, slaps her book 
down on the counter, and stands up. Jake pulls George aside.
 “Listen, I’m getting out of here. I’ll be down at the Gamestop 
when you’re done. Don’t take too long.”
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 “All right, later.” George watches as Jake skulks out of the shop.
 “Bye! Come again!” yells the girl at the closing door, before 
turning to George, “I’m June, by the way.”
 “George. Nice to meet you.”
 The lights go out when they’re in the mystery section. It’s not 
just the lights either, everything powers down. Even in the book store, 
they hear the slow shughzzzz sound of the world shutting down around 
them. George puts down the books he’s carrying and stands up, trying 
to orient himself.
 “Well... power outage, I guess.”
 A short scream from outside punctures the silence briefly.
 “Looks like it,” says June before promptly plopping herself 
down on the hard wood floor and leaning back against the end of a 
shelf.
 “You’re just going to sit there? We have no idea why the power’s 
out. There could’ve been a catastrophe. A mega tornado or something.”
 “And what, exactly, are we going to do about it?”
 George stops and thinks. He can hear the sounds from the 
street slowly start to get louder. People are walking outside, trying 
to figure out what is going on. Their panicked conversations seem to 
grow by the minute. He checks his phone, the screen lights up and 
displays the time, but there’s no signal. That’s not right? Maybe a cell 
tower is down, maybe this is bigger than a blackout, maybe aliens have 
attacked. His mind begins to speed up, powered by irrationality. Is his 
family all right? What about Jake? What about...?
 June kicks him in the shin.
 “I can see your face, quit freaking out and sit down already.”
George sits down next to June.
 “My cell isn’t getting any reception. This could be something 
big.”
 “The cell tower probably got knocked out too. Chill out.”
 “What if it’s terrorists? Or aliens? Maybe we should go outside. 
See what’s going on.”
 “They won’t know anything we don’t and adding panicked to 
panicked is not a good equation. Just breath, push it into your stomach. 
You’ll calm down.”
 George pulls air into this stomach, pushes it out. His blood 
starts to slow, his heart rate drops, and his mind begins to clear.
 “Thanks. That helps.”
 “Besides, if it was terrorists, we keep a gun locked in the back 
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and if it’s aliens we’ve got an extensive sci-fi collection. I’m sure there’s 
something useful in there.”
 “We should probably just accept them as our overlords. I 
mean, anal probing can’t be THAT bad.”
 “That’s the spirit.”
 The seconds tick by.
 “So, are you a student around here, or... what?”
 “Yeah, sort of, I’m taking a semester off.”
 They turn into minutes.
 “Paul McCartney. For sure.”
 “Well, I can see why you aren’t in school anymore. Too dumb. 
The answer is John Lennon.”
 “John Lennon is dead.”
 “So is Paul McCartney. That man’s a zombie.”
 And eventually an hour.
 “I’m worried.”
 “Yeah, me too.”
 “Jake’s not back yet.”
 “Maybe he’s waiting at Gamestop?”
 “Yeah, right.”
 “Thanks for staying here with me, though. I don’t like to admit 
it, but this freaks me out too.”
 “Shut up. If you don’t get brave now, I might start screaming. 
It’ll be like a little kid throwing a tantrum. I’ll probably start throwing 
poop around.”
 “That’s gross.”
 They both laugh and George turns his head to face June, 
looking into her brown eyes.
 She smiles. Then she leans in. Her lips brush lightly against his 
at first, before she leans in more. She presses her face up against his, her 
nose against his cheek and her lips against his lips. But George’s face is 
rigid. So she pulls back.
 “Um, sorry? I guess. I just thought.”
 “No. It’s not, like that. Look, it’s just that. Well. I’m gay.”
 “Oh.”
 “Yeah.”
 “So... is Jake?”
 George bursts out laughing.
 “No, he’s my cousin and no, he doesn’t know. Few do.”
 “Oh, okay.”
 George grabs her hand. It’s warm and kinda shaky, but it 
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relaxes into his grip.
 “You know, you’re pretty awesome,” he says.
 “I know.”
 They just sit there after that, holding hands and passing the 
time. George begins to sing ‘Eleanor Rigby.’ His eyebrows move up and 
down and he pushes a hand through his brown curly hair.
 The world outside continues to move by in the dark, completely 
ignorant of the two bookstore inhabitants.
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Driving
By Ashlynn Andersen
I want to make the world grow quiet, as
our eyes adjust to the white lights that pass
us on the highway, slipping past, bullets
charged with the force of a dying star. This 
night needing no words, no voices, nothing
to disturb the soft edges of you, in 
profile. I want a lack of language, here,
that I may cling to your visage, dear 
to me, as I take a step toward joy, as
fleeting as the summer air that binds us,
destined to dissipate come falling leaves. 
Give me this moment of silence, believe
that our glances and that our fingertips
will speak—connection in an absence. 
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Sweet Cakes
By Zachary Brown
Thumb raised,
passing rubber screeches to a halt.
Where ya goin’ 
Sweet Cakes?
asks a maroon Pontiac with rusty trim.
A small flame cracks 
from a purple gas station lighter, 
and jumps to a Marlboro dangling from her lips.
I jump into the passenger’s seat.
Just to Williams Bridge, I say. I left my canoe there.
Looking at me, she curls some hair behind her ear
and asks:
How old are ya, 
Sweet Cakes?
Eighteen, I say.
She chokes on her nicotine, coughing
with bewildered eyes,
and puts the rusty Pontiac into gear.
Well I’ll be God-damned. 
I pegged you fer thirty-five. 
Her cig wobbles in her lips as she talks, 
and a hunk of grey ash falls onto her lap.
Ain’t that shit fer luck.
A plastic baby
with frazzled hair lies naked on the dashboard.
Two Gatorade bottles rest at my feet, 
and a half-empty bottle of water.
She drives 90 while I tell her that 
this is my first time hitch hiking.
Good fer you, Sweet Cakes. Wanna smoke?
She says that we will stop at a gas station
before Williams Bridge
to pick someone up.
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Sounds great.
Friend is waiting
with her walker and her oxygen tank—
I evacuate the Pontiac and help her get into my seat.
She breathes heavily, all 300 pounds of her,
as she hands me her walker. 
This is my hitch-hiker. He’s eighteen. 
Friend grunts and lights her own Marlboro.
I put the walker in the trunk.
Hey kid. Friend turns her shoulders to face the back seat,
and the car’s center of gravity shifts—
Try anything funny and I’ll fuckin’ kill you.
These are the first words she says to me.
Naw, he’s alright, it’s his first time hitchin’.
I mutter something about how I just want to go fishing.
Williams Bridge exit. Finally.
Some final words from Friend,
through Marlboro haze, 
as we drive down the dusty road and cross Williams Bridge
and the Yellowstone River:
I hitched once too, kid.
From the west coast to the east coast
and the east coast to the west coast.
And I didn’t get raped er nothin’!
I did screw this truck driver though, 
just cause he was cute.
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In 
Good Company
By Corin Cates-Carney
If there was ever a man who did not color between the lines of life, it was Richard Sutherland. I remember seeing pictures that he had 
created, and although no color would stray past the outline of the 
image, the image itself looked as if a rainbow had jumped into the scene 
of Christmas, and the illustrator couldn’t decide which color belonged 
where. Blues, yellows, greens, and violets all collided together in ways 
that the eye just isn’t used to. But that was Richard’s style, and those 
close to him wouldn’t have had him any other way. 
  I am telling you this now because Richard has died, and in a 
few minutes we will carry his coffin inside. His friends and family are 
gathered with those close enough to Richard to know that he spent his 
life going by the nickname ‘Dicko’. 
 It is cold outside, and the chill air is beginning to find its way 
through our black suits as we wheel the handcrafted pine coffin inside 
the church. We remove the lid. The family has asked for an open casket. 
There are about six of us to bring him in.
  “Dicko’s last meal gentlemen,” the man in front of me says, 
bringing a squashed McDonalds bag out of his jacket pocket. He 
opens it and pulls out two cheeseburgers and a diet coke. Dicko loved 
McDonalds cheeseburgers. After passing one cheeseburger around for 
each of us to take a bite, then chasing it down with some Diet Coke, the 
man tucks the second burger in Dicko’s breast pocket. “Okay, lets take 
him in.”
 I first meet Dicko at a group home where my mom works. 
A home where he lived with other “Core Members,” a term used to 
describe those in the community who need a little bit more help to get 
by. He lived with Ricky, a slender man with black hair. Ricky always 
wore a helmet and loved to sing the grace at dinner. Stacie was another 
close friend of Dicko’s in the house. Stacie is a sassy bald woman who 
won’t do anything until she’s had her mocha. Dicko often kissed Stacie, 
planting his large lips on her round face. 
 Dicko was a short round man who would never been seen 
without suspenders, no matter what kind of pants he picked out to 
wear for the day. Dicko’s two favorite things to do were to watch WWE 
Smack Down on Monday nights, and go to church early on Sunday 
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mornings. He called everyone in my family “Joe Carneys,” because 
my dad was the first in my family to meet Dicko. Apparently Dicko 
thought that since he already knew my dad’s name it would be a lot 
easier to just call us all by that, instead of having to learn what the rest 
of us called ourselves. Dicko was born with Down Syndrome. Dicko 
was the happiest man I’ve ever met. 
 A couple weeks after Dicko’s funeral my mom brought some 
of Dicko’s ashes back to our house. Mom was now the director of the 
community that Dicko lived in, and on Monday morning she will take 
his ashes to bury on the farm where he had worked. 
 “That’s Dicko,” my mom says, holding up a large zip-lock bag 
full of ash. That’s Dicko I thought, well, Dicko and a cheeseburger, but 
I don’t think he minds the company. 
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Smoke 
and Ashes
By Zachary Brown
After hours of repetition, the rod finally bends in my hand.
I wrestle with tension and the current and the fish,
Until the surface breaks and a Cutthroat flies from the water in front of me.
The tippet snaps, and my exhale heaves into a cloud of smoke.
My hands are mostly numb, and I curse harshly in a whisper.
That fish, this place, this God-damned cold—it reminds me of her.
My chest is heavy as my mind races backwards to thoughts of her…
In her father’s house, she burns my memories with the palm of her hand—
It grips the back of my neck while she leans in hard and whispers
A drop of ice water that trickles down my neck. I feel like a fish
Gasping for water in world of clouds and dust and smoke.
Now, as I stand among the river rocks, still she is with me.
I wade across and find the bank. Cottonwood leaves fall around me.
A Sandhill Crane pushes her head above the prairie grass; her
Ancient eyes remind me that Sandhills mate for life. I roll a smoke
And taste the fiery ash in my chest. A trail of dust rises from my hand.
I tell my friends that I come here to escape the world and to fish—
But they can’t know that I come here for her, to listen as she whispers.
In town, I’ll walk the streets alone and pass our old friends. They whisper
To themselves and avoid my gaze. It’s as if a wall builds around me,
Taller every day. People blur into sand and fog. All that’s left are the fish.
She first brought me to this place; it was where her father took her
When she was a child. I can feel her gaze now as she leads me by the hand
And lays my bare shoulders by the water’s edge. The rest is ashes and smoke.
Now the river’s surface moves across my field of vision. Mist rises like smoke
From pools and eddies. The channel bends away downstream, whispering
To me and the Cottonwoods. A smallish Golden Stone Fly falls onto my hand—
I shiver as its legs tremble and brush softly against my skin. It craves me
And my body’s heat. It trembles against my skin, and I know that it’s her.
Autumn wind pushes through the prairie grass, touching everything but the fish.
My eyes chase the fly as I cast it again and again. They feel cool and moist as I fish,
Frantically scanning the watery surface for life. For my life, or hers. I smoke
Now because the ash warms my chest and fingers. And it would kill her
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To watch the ember burn between my lips, words exhaling in a whisper—
Like James Dean, she would say. He died early too. Did he break someone like  
   she broke me?
My eyes quiver in the Autumn light as I grip the past in the palms of my hands.
My hands pulse in rhythm, fixated upon the hope that a fish
Will rise. Icy water curls around me, like a ribbon of smoke.
Lips brush my ear, whisper, and become the wind—this place is her.
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Anchors
By Kaitlyn Christopher
The last dregs of natural light, but certainly nothing Lily would call sun, filled the kitchen through its bay window.  After an afternoon 
spent reading by candlelight in her bedroom, even the drabness of the 
kitchen seemed blinding to Lily.  Her mum and Nana Mary sat at the 
table, gossiping with sour faces.  As Lily hesitated in the doorway,  her 
mum’s eyes, closer to black than brown, fixed themselves upon her.  
 “It’s almost dinnertime and I need you to help out,” she said, 
“Your sister is in bed.”
 Lily couldn’t pout; according to her mum, only someone as 
heartless as Lily would find a way to complain about chores that her 
bed-ridden sister hadn’t the ability to do.  Still, she couldn’t help but 
suspect that her older sister Reenie only felt a high fever and aches in 
her joints whenever the chores didn’t suit her.  
 “Who did you expect me to meet while scrubbing floors?” her 
mum asked Nana Mary,  reverting to their gossip like the conversation 
had never ceased.  Both women already seemed to have forgotten Lily.
 She watched as her mum took an angry sip of Tetley black 
tea, steeped for precisely four-and-a-half minutes (“Lily, don’t pour me 
nothing but bloody boiling water next time”) in her white cup with the 
triangular chip on the rim, and legions of leaf stained scratches.     
 “Well, not a sailor,” said her Nana Mary, perched on the 
other side of the table.  “Now look at you,” the old woman went on, 
“Widowed. Though I do suppose that you treat these vagrant boarders 
as if they were proper husbands.”   
 Lily’s father died over a year ago, but her Nana Mary never quit 
her tirade against him, even after they found out the Nazis bombed his 
ship and he would never again fill the house with the scent of shaving 
cream or light all of the candles at dusk with the tip of a cigarette.  
 Lily knew that she was supposed to feel sad about her father, 
but she never had once.  It had felt romantic at first, to lose a man at 
war, and instead of crying she took to practicing her acting as she told 
her story to the other girls in Standard Four.
 “My father had the salt of the ocean in his blood—as good 
a sailor as anyone. When his ship went down the Nazis had already 
captured him.  Oh, don’t worry, Julie, he’ll never spill what he knows to 
the Germans.  He will always serve England and the Queen.”
 Oftentimes, during her production, she cried.  
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 Lately, it felt heavy, and if she thought about the image of her 
tan, round Pa wearing his uniform and cursing as the ship blew up in 
cartoonish fanfare, the hunger in her stomach could change into an 
overwhelming anchor of weight.  
 The last time she saw her Pa, a year ago, when she was only 
eleven, he had forgot her name.
 Instead of correcting him, “I’m Lily Mary Lloyd, Pa, Lily Mary 
Lloyd,” she waited until he started to snore before reaching into his 
chest’s pocket to take his cigarettes.  
 She had darted across the backyard, ignoring the prickling of 
bark and weeds not yet trampled smooth on the dark dirt path to their 
outhouse.  The wind shook the warped wooden door in the darkness, 
and she had to force it shut behind her, anticipating the rich orange 
flame of the tips.    With the swipe of a match, the pack of Player’s Navy 
Cut appeared, with its gruff mascot, a sailor man with a thick beard 
and muscles.  Lily dumped the cigarettes onto her lap and leaned back 
against the damp wood, ready to smoke the rest.  
 She could inhale them smoother than air, and exhale with the 
flair of an actress.  
 When they all shriveled into filters, she placed them on the 
edge of the wooden toilet, a peace offering of sorts to her little brother 
Stanley. 
 On her way to bed that night, she placed the empty package 
on top of Stanley’s toy fishing boat, averting her eyes from the sailor on 
the logo staring upward in vigilance.  
 “That damn boy,” she heard her Pa say the next morning, as he 
prepared to head out to meet his ship at the harbor for the last time.  
 “Stanley will smoke a twig, for God’s sake,” said her Mum. 
She was in the kitchen, staring at the rations of margarine, an empty 
measuring cup tapping a pulse against her hip.  
 “I saw the boy picking up butts the minute he could crawl, the 
little bastard,” said her Pa, a corner of his lips upturned.  
 Lily kept her mouth shut, and let them blame her little brother 
Stanley.  No one would give him trouble for smoking; when her father’s 
friends visited they found amusement in blond, little Stanley smoking 
a fag and tripping over his feet after a single glass of whiskey and 
water.  That approval was enough for her Pa.  A gawky eleven-year old 
trying to bum a smoke only pissed them off.  Not to mention she was 
supposed to be a lady.  
 “Stanley didn’t smoke your pack,” her sister, Reenie, had said, 
back to her old, conniving self, just past the worst of her Rheumatic 
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Fever.  “It was Lily, of course.”
 “Like hell, I did, Reenie,” Lily said, her face burning white.  
 “You still smell like smoke, take a bath,” said Reenie, unphased 
by Lily’s coarse language.  
 “Why don’t you go back to your dirty bed and die,” Lily said.  
 The room fell silent.  
 Pa spoke up, finally, “If you don’t want to look like a fucking 
gypsy anymore than you already do, why are you smoking, Lily?”
 Lily stood still, and in her mind she looked as tough as a soldier. 
Pa kissed Reenie on the cheek as he left, a silent acknowledgement 
of the sickness.  Lily’s mum crossed her arms, still tapping away on 
her hip with the measuring cup, without rhythm, without a word. As 
Pa disappeared from view, Lily wondered if he forgot her name more 
often than he did Stanley or Reenie because she didn’t look like a part 
of the family.  She could join the gypsies and no one would notice.  
 A year later, in the same old kitchen, Lily could still hear Pa’s 
last words to her.  She shivered them away, along with the strangeness 
of death.  
 “Come on, I told you to help me with dinner, will you, Lil,” her 
Mum said, standing up and gathering the empty tea cups to wash.  
 “We have the roast tonight, Nana Mary,” Lily said, excited for 
the chance to eat as well as the boarders that they housed did.  There 
was never enough food to go around anymore.  And since Lily and her 
brother and sister didn’t pay rent like the two boarders, fat, grumpy 
Bert and the new one, Ronnie, they would never have first right to eat. 
After the boarders had their fill, Reenie would say the magic words, 
rheumatic fever, and then Stanley, the baby, would pout for his couple 
of mouthfuls of potato.  Tonight Lily felt the anticipation of seconds 
and thirds and leftovers.  
 The roast cost less than the others because it was so large 
that no one wanted to buy it at the going price.  Yesterday the butcher 
offered her mum a deal, and wrapped it up for her in white paper to 
take home.  
 Lily tore off the paper violently, ignoring creases and care, like 
a bratty child on Christmas.  
 She ran her finger along one of the indentations of muscle 
on the meat, a turnip-y color, but nothing rancid enough that baking 
could not fix it.
 “Don’t put your dirt all over our paying guests’ dinner,” said 
her mum.  She pushed Lily to the side with her hip and picked up the 
roast to season it.  
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 “Oh my God,” Lily shrieked, earning her a darting glare from 
her mum.
 On the bottom of the meat she could see what she hoped were 
chunks of butter, but as the bits of white moved, she felt all of her hopes 
of leftovers turn to nausea. 
 “Oh,” mouthed her mum, taking in a swallow of breath.  
 She put the roast in the sink, and turned on the faucet, letting 
it run over the glistening flesh and the squirming maggots.  Lily and 
her mum both glanced at Nana Mary, but she was engrossed in a snag 
on her ratty housedress, trying to pull enough thread out to make a 
clean seam.  Lily’s mother swiftly raised a steady finger to her lips to 
silence any protest Lily might make;  she had never seen her mum look 
so cruel.  
 “Why don’t you grab the spices for me,” said her mum suddenly, 
cheerfully.
 Lily walked to the pantry and picked out the salt, pepper, 
sage, and rosemary.  Her mother was washing the roast with the 
vegetable brush, shaking off the maggots like they were no more than 
a nuisance—a loose thread to pluck off a dress.  
 Nana Mary stayed for dinner because she wanted to have a 
reminder of how well she had taught her daughter to cook before it 
became less of an art and more of a series of strategies.  
 “A little burnt,” Nana Mary said, after a few bites.
 “Lily, if you don’t like being such a stick, then why do you keep 
on pushing your food around,” Reenie said, looking for a fight.  Lily 
noticed that Mum had given Reenie the best part of the roast, the bit 
where the meat had been red and maggot-less.  
 The boarders kept quiet, as they did when Nana Mary came 
round.  Even the new boarder, Ronnie, who rarely spoke, had trouble 
ending a conversation with the woman once she set off on a tangent.     
 Lily took a piece of crisp meat into her mouth and swallowed 
it like a fistful of pine needles.  She felt too aware of its movement as it 
dropped to the bottom of her stomach in a shaky crash.  Imagining the 
chubby beige maggots treating her empty stomach as a home made her 
cough upward in disgust.  
 “Off to the loo,” she said quietly, standing up and running out 
the door to the outhouse.
 “Stupid girl,” she thought she heard Reenie say to the table.  
 Stupid girl.  Lily heard Reenie’s whiny voice echo in her mind 
as she vomited.
 After dinner and the blowing out of candles, Lily lay in the 
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leaden darkness of her bed, willing herself to sleep.  She had trouble 
telling if her eyes were open or shut, as she blinked away their heaviness. 
From her window she could see neither moonlight nor the faraway 
lights of town.  
 “Awake?” 
 Lily nodded to her mother’s voice, straining her eyes at the 
enormous candle her mother held up.  
 “We are going to town, the doctor for Reenie,” she said too 
loudly.  
 “I want to walk in the moonlight,” said Lily, sitting up. “Let me 
come.”    
 “Stay here with your brother.  Bert is going to help me into 
town with your sister,” her mother said, already walking away.  
 The night stayed dark, and Lily did not get out of bed, and 
she did not sleep, and then it was suddenly the washed-out grey of 
early mornings.  She went outside to check for any sign of her mum 
or Reenie or even Bert.  Only the cries of birds and air that tasted too 
fresh and dewy to breathe lay beyond the porch.  
 “Lil, you understand what’s happening,” said the new boarder, 
Ronnie, behind her.  He lit a cigarette with a lighter, not a match.  
 “The sun is rising,” she replied, with a dramatic gesture toward 
the sky, pretending for a moment that she was onstage, though it 
looked a light grey without a sun at all.  
 “I...,” Ronnie started, and then stopped.  
 Lily forced his cigarette from his fingers into hers and took a 
quick succession of drags until it whittled down into an end that began 
to burn her thumb.
 “I have had friends, friends who have died, Lily.  From TB. 
From the fever.  Your sister will never get better,” he said.  He spoke 
as though Lily still attended Standard One, like she didn’t know about 
things like death.  
 “Ronnie,” said Lily, patting him on the back.  She was trying 
to think of a good story to prove her maturity.  “You know Ronnie, my 
friend Lucy died during one of the bombings, actually.”   Lucy might as 
well have been a friend of hers, after all, her classmate Julie had known 
a Lucy that died.  It was close enough.  
  Ronnie nodded, looking at Lily with dark brown eyes like her 
own.  She suddenly didn’t want to look at his face anymore.  
 “I see,” he said.  
 “Reenie will survive, most unfortunately, Ronnie, thank you 
very much.”
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 He shrugged at her and went back inside the house. 
 Shivering in the cold, Lily fixed her eyes on the street, waiting 
for Mum and Reenie, followed by chubby Bert.  They would arrive with 
some trinket from the jewelry store or a new blouse.  Her mum would 
eagerly tell her not to be selfish, Reenie deserves nice things.  
 Her mum and Reenie did not return at all that day, although 
Bert did, quiet and whiter than usual.  The door to his room stayed 
closed.  
 When her mum came back alone the next day, Lily knew.  
 “Please, don’t talk to me,” said Lily.  
 Listening to her expressionless mum try to explain words like 
acute heart failure and complications and infections to a little boy like 
Stanley, even if he could roll better cigarettes than her, made Lily sicker 
than the maggots on the roast.  
 The house suddenly became very full, the way it did after the 
news of her Pa.  There was food again, sitting out on countertops, 
turning bad and gathering maggots, she imagined.  Everyone cried. 
She saw tears in the eyes of her Nana Mary, heard the sobs of her 
mother at night, wiped away the sniffles of Stanley with a tissue.  
 The funeral took too long, and she wondered if there might be 
something wrong with her because she did not cry.  As everyone stood 
up and paid their respects to her mum, Lily ran outside, desperate for 
a better place to collapse.  
 Here it is, she thought, as she struggled to breathe, preparing 
to burst into the mighty sobbing that currently scored her home.  
 Instead she could feel herself begin to laugh; unstoppable and 
incontrollable laughter.  It felt sick, and she tried to think about the 
maggots living in her stomach to end the laughter, but the more she 
worried about them, the worse the laughter became.  
 When it finally stopped, she went back inside and pretended 
to cry, like she was a girl who still felt surprised by the weight of 
death.   
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Denver
By Sarah Korn
“The air was soft, the stars so fine, the promise of every cobbled alley 
so great, that I thought I was in a dream.”  – Jack Kerouac, On the Road
you wipe at the ring of beer left on
the table with your shirtsleeve, a
bubble of foam on your upper lip
and you say that this is a city of
doldrums where beer runs cheap
but liquor runs quicker and the
cowboys wink at the city girls with
wild hair and high heels that float
like fairies under Colfax’s red lights,
youths with peanut cans and flannel
shirts bathe in the orange neon
glow from late-night diner windows
serving coffee all night, and the
homeless dream on benches in Union
Station and the sidewalks scuttle
with the restless and the drunk roar
of the western spirit under the fake
stars of Larimer Square, while lampposts
ooze amber onto the slick white
snow in dusky neighborhoods and
the stoplights flash green and yellow
and red all through the night like
a kaleidoscope that spins: they
reflect in the little orbs of stained
glass that are my eyes
and yours.
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Where’s Waldo
By Missy Lacock
Facebook status: Missy Lacock Strip club? Check.I still don’t know how the hell I ended up there, straddled by a 
stripper and unsure where to put my hands. “Should I tip her?” Asa 
had just laughed and snapped another bill under her panties for me.  I 
remember the dancer gave my boobs a friendly shake, told Asa he had 
a “fucking amazing” girlfriend, and slid off my lap. 
 The entire experience felt surreal—maybe because my 
Christian upbringing condemned such places beyond redemption. Or 
maybe it was just because I was drunk. I was sober enough, however, to 
notice the dancers’ stretch marks and tan lines, and observe that every 
one of them had a little bit of cellulite. I felt no insecurity beside Asa, 
and we laughed together at everything—from trying to read tattoos in 
near-dark to guessing cup sizes. 
 When the last dancer of the night climbed the pole, legs 
like pythons, I considered how bizarre the whole exotic routine was: 
the pumping of naked hips, the lap dance codes, the conventions 
of gratuity. Every stripper wore the same ridiculous platforms, 
sometimes slamming them on the stage floor or clicking them together 
like Dorothy, only above their heads. They all smelled like coconut, 
and they all did the same, absurd butt-bouncing in the faces of their 
tippers—some who were old enough to be their grandfathers. They all 
pulled aside their thongs for the right price, and they all scurried about 
the stage on their knees after their numbers, sweeping bills into a pile. 
It was weird, it was wacky, and that’s why it was fun. It was also why my 
parents would never have approved.
 Later that week, however, I went to church—which did 
please my parents. I was no longer religious, but I still enjoyed the 
(very) occasional Sunday beside my grandma on her favorite pew. 
That Sunday rang with fundamentalist Christianese as usual, women 
wearing jean skirts and buns and men wearing long sleeves and no 
ties (a church-split over the wearing-of-ties had snatched half the 
congregation away into their own denomination). The air was full 
of hands during song-worship, which was followed by Testimonies, 
prayer requests, “unspoken burdens,” and a foot-washing ceremony. 
 “Hello, church,” Brother Gary bellowed at last, mounting his 
position behind the pulpit. “It’s good to be with family.” I felt a sudden 
rush of affection for this strange place, for community, for Christian 
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codes, for simplicity. Brother Gary offered a wail-like prayer—during 
which a sister began “speaking in tongues” with much hissing and 
clattering of teeth—and then launched into message as some break 
into song, face shining and hands sounding slick as they smacked the 
leather of an Old King James Bible. 
 The sermon was as frenzied as ever. The flock yelped “Amen, 
Preacher” to his Christian argot of “sanctification,” “flesh,” “the Word,” 
and of course “Babylon” until the sermon closed with a ringing call to 
salvation. Many responded by charging to the altar again, while the rest 
howled repeated verses of “Come Home.” But while they wept, fallen 
on their knees like strippers, I was just thinking about Grandma’s tuna 
fish sandwiches and about checking my Facebook.
 It was on Facebook that I started thinking about subcultures. 
“Be ye a nonconformist,” said Emerson. But conformity was everywhere. 
Even in cyberspace new rules and conventions were invented and 
applied, things that were normal inside that would never be normal 
outside. After all, who announces their constant “status?” What would 
we do if people on the street suddenly spouted to near-strangers “Yay 
for pop rocks!” or “I officially hate annotated bibliographies,” or “Just 
give me Jesus!”? No one alerts another to a “poke,” or even walks by 
and delivers a literal poke. No one announces “Like” to statements, and 
there is no real meaning for verbal shortcuts like “LOL,” saying “laugh 
out loud,” or even laughing out loud at all. 
 Just like lap dances at strip clubs or oil anointments at church, 
these things are unique to Facebook and peculiar everywhere else. 
On Facebook, for example, friends are no longer hard to come by—
although most are hardly acquaintances and can easily be de-friended 
if there are not enough witty exchanges (“Ahoy!”) or one too many 
posts about toddlers.
 But more than revolutionizing the nature of relationships 
and communication, Facebook has changed how we perceive reality. 
The pivotal point in a romance is not the first confession of love, 
but that online change from “Single” to “In a relationship” (or “It’s 
complicated”); it seems that events cannot be fully experienced now 
until they are broadcasted to 500 fellows (including “Eatin’ Easy Mac” 
or even my “Strip club? Check.”). This access to mass publication also 
gives complete control over one’s exposed character, and indeed the 
created identities of Facebook-ees are much wittier and more self-
aware than their non-computer counterparts. After all, they alone 
accept which pictures can carry their names (no bad hair days or lazy 
eyes), fashion clever statuses, write their own profiles, even change 
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their birthdays. The power is heady, and mighty Facebook is the only 
king. LOL. 
 But this absurd cyberworld, this subculture, firmly exists, and 
no one regularly thinks about its madcap ways; it’s just another facet 
of our life, a separate sphere that exists in itself, like strip clubs, like 
church, like government. Like sports, like concerts, like daycares. It 
may not be bad, it may not be good; it just brings order to a group, a 
system to interactions.
 And yet. 
 Facebook status: Missy Lacock Be ye a nonconformist.
 I had to wonder: Why did I type LOL when I was not laughing 
out loud? Why did I announce every event, every mood, every brainy 
thought with compulsion? And why—why—did I give a damn about 
what a Facebook Friend (we can now see the difference) ate for lunch? 
 There are those “nonconformists” who use Facebook to 
declare controversial political or spiritual views, those rebels who 
reject Facebook’s profile questions, those mavericks who post virtual 
invites to picket corporations, attend True Love Waits rallies, join a 
Wicca group, be a stripper—but it still is all via Facebook. They are 
fluent in Facebook language and codes, they update their statuses, they 
“like” other nonconformist posts. So—as in every group—I concluded 
there was always a bit of conformity even in anti-conformity.
 I experienced my third major subculture that week at the 
Associated Students of the University of Montana meeting; the 
student government swore Asa into their senate that night, and I 
was torn between finding the whole political proceeding comical 
and maddening. Although I was the lone attendee, the senators were 
dressed in immaculate suits, extended their hands horizontally like 
Hitler for some reasons and raised their name placards for others, 
used special, twirly sign language at times, followed a pretentious 
parliamentary procedure that no one seemed sure how to use, and 
knocked on their table in agreement or in place of applause. It was like 
watching preschoolers play dress up. 
 But good needed to be done, and Asa repeated the ASUM 
senator’s oath with gravity.  It wasn’t until the council reached the 
adoption of a bill and got stalled voting on whether they should vote to 
vote that I realized there were some subcultural norms that should be 
abandoned for the sake of productivity. 
 So I went home, deleted my Facebook account, and now 
seriously wonder if I exist at all.
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Badlands Sestina
By Emma Andrus
A summer unmoored in a barren land
of bones and gravel and sagebrush,
I wore a uniform and swept the air to dislodge the layer
of flies that had gathered in the echoing cement
latrines.  Slow evenings, I spent dusk drinking beer under
an endless magenta sky.
Days and nights, I got lost in that sky
stretching one hundred and eighty degrees across the land,
cerulean fading to star-speckled indigo, I found myself going under,
mouth agape with its magnitude, a speck in the sagebrush.
I watched the thunderstorms roll in for miles, clouds churning like cement
mixing, ready to pour their load in humid layers.
Gravel turned to gumbo, building layers
of mud on my slippery boots as I worked.  Days like that, the sky
lit up, fingers of electricity arcing through clouds, cementing
me in place, transfixed by the briefly illuminated land.
The following calm always caught the smell of rain-soaked sagebrush
dancing on the air, and the killdeer came out from under
the boughs of stunted prairie pines, under
which I found shade on sweltering days, hunkered on layers
of brittle, fallen needles.  In the dusty air, the sagebrush
wore a halo of pale butterflies, wings’ yellow contrast to the cloudless sky.
After summer’s isolation, spent working an unpeopled land,
my feet forgot the feel of cement
sidewalks, so I cemented
my heart to the prairie, and buried it under
a leafless cottonwood tree, anchored in the parched land,
cracked like a sun-burn, peeling in layers.
I felt wide open, like the sky;
unrestrained, easy as a bluebird in the sagebrush.
Four hundred miles away, I dream the smell of sagebrush,
and a longing grows, hardening within me to cement.
Mountains edge the horizon, hemming sky,
casting long shadows that hold me under,
sun hidden in winter by inversion’s bleary layers,
in the midst of all this asphalt, I lose touch with the land.
One day, like a bird, I will land in the sagebrush,
and when cool rains erode the layers of cement,
I will find the heart I left under the vast, dynamic sky.
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The Fall
By Sophie O’Brien
I could hear my brother, his
 voice hardly distinguishable
in the cacophony of hoots and hollers
            and         falling snow.
If I could’ve,
 I would’ve
 told him that they were coming
  to the garden with their silver rewards
 and ringing              swords.
 I would’ve
told him that they would take him
        and grind him into
the dust       and stones.
 I would’ve
  told him to deny the bitter cup,
  to turn his cheek from that awful kiss.
But the
apple in my mouth
made me quiet.
I didn’t know its bitterness until
             I spat it out.
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Old Folks
By Jake Arrowtop
I was fifteen years old standing in the lobby of the Badger Prairie Rest Home my grandfather had been admitted to a few weeks before.  My 
mother had dropped me off alone, claiming she had errands to run. I 
had never been inside it and wondered who decided to call it “Badger 
Prairie.” A badger prairie would be a terrible place to rest. Badgers 
are mean. That’s the thing with Reservations though, everything has 
a hilarious name. It could have been called something else I suppose, 
“Eagle-Shields” or “Sleepy-Chief.” Something stoic, something 
romantic. The nursing home was located on a long street called Death-
row. That wasn’t its official name of course, but it’s what everyone called 
it. A lot of old people lived there. It was a name that nobody liked but 
never changed.  
 A nurse told me that everyone was eating in the cafeteria. The 
eating area was bright. The walls were a clean white offset by scattered 
portraits of flowers. The bright pictures looked out of place in the 
single-colored room. I suppose flowers made people feel better. Even 
at funerals.
 The funeral was long. The priest was named Loyd Powers but 
my grandfather had always called him Father Hours. He’d talk and talk 
and talk. There was a painting of an eagle behind where he preached 
that looked funny. I often stared at it until someone would nudge me to 
do the “peace be with you” thing. One wing was larger than the other 
but I guess me and my grandfather were the only ones to notice this.  
 Everyone else said it was beautiful or majestic, but I thought 
it looked hilarious. The goofy eagle didn’t stand out that day though. 
The box of tissues someone had given me made me uncomfortable, 
“Puffs Plus Lotion” it was called. It left a layer of film on my face that 
burned my eyes and I wanted to get up to go wash it off but my mother 
was crying on my shoulder so I didn’t. My face had felt like plastic 
and smelled like lavender. My grandfather sat at the other side of the 
church with his hand in his brow. I didn’t know if he was crying. I kind 
of hoped he was crying. I had never seen him cry. His son was dead 
after all. My mother said he couldn’t sit with us so I called her a bitch 
but left it at that. 
 I didn’t feel like dealing with her, even on the day of my father’s 
funeral.    
 The home had a very sanitary look about it much like a hospital. 
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It smelled like one too. It was a bleach smell that only existed in a place 
where everyone constantly washed their hands and where the floors 
were always scrubbed. The floor was shiny and smooth. Wheels could 
glide easily over it. I wondered how many people came straight from 
the ward to here. It wouldn’t be much of a change. They’d go from one 
white sanitary building to another. The only difference was that this 
place was a little more permanent. 
 Everyone seemed to be in wheelchairs. There was a silent 
captioned TV attached to the wall that some of the folks watched while 
others ate their meals. I spotted my grandfather eating alone on the 
other side of the room. People spoke in high volumes and even then 
everyone constantly seemed to be saying “what?” or “who?” while 
plates clattered. It reminded me of stepping into a kindergarten class. I 
wondered if my grandfather felt this way when he first got here. 
 “Hi, grandpa.”
 He was wearing glasses, something I’d never seen him do and 
his dark hair had grown quite a bit, just below his shoulders. There was 
a wooden cane leaning against the table. It had a face carved into it of 
an old Indian woman, a neglected gift from my father. He sat hunched 
over shoveling soup in his mouth. He held the spoon like you’d hold a 
knife, a habit my mother despised. “He eats like a caveman,” my mom 
would say. I often ate like that just to make her mad and when she’d try 
to correct me I’d tell her that cavemen didn’t use spoons. A cross-eyed 
nurse came to the table and wanted to know if we needed anything. My 
grandfather ignored her and I asked for a pop. 
 “How are you doing?” 
 My grandfather blew on his soup to cool it. “What’s that 
weather like?”
 “Windy.” The kind that made me duck my  head and walk 
sideways. The kind that made me run the short distance from my 
mom’s car to the entrance while she barely slowed to a stop. “It’s always 
windy.”
  I sat for a while not saying anything. A lady at the table next 
to ours kept looking at me while she poured pepper into her bowl. 
She was pale and gray and her eyes were blank and glassy like she’d 
forgotten how to blink. I smiled and waved but she kept staring and 
pouring until she had more pepper than soup.
 “So what’s this place like, grandpa?”
 He stopped eating. He looked at the lady that was still staring 
at me and shook his head. “This is horseshit.” 
 “What is?”
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 “Goddamn nursing home.”
 The nurse dropped off a can of orange pop in front of me. 
 “She’s been stealing from me.” 
 “Who?” 
 “The shifty broad with the goofy eyes.” He motioned with his 
chin toward the nurse that had dropped off my pop.
 “Grandpa.”
 “Well, even if she wasn’t I don’t belong here. Your father would 
roll over in his grave if he knew I was here.”  He put his hand to his 
forehead and rubbed. “Look around, Christ that woman looks dead.” 
He pointed to the old lady with the bowl full of pepper. 
 She did look dead and she was still staring. “Grandpa.”
 He crossed his arms and leaned back in his chair. He didn’t ask 
how I was doing and I didn’t want him to. 
  A man I knew wheeled up to our table next to my grandfather 
and set his cup of coffee down. I never knew his real name but everyone 
called him Bouquet. He had to be the oldest man in the home if not 
the oldest in the entire town. I didn’t know if he had any family or 
even where he lived. I always saw him walking around, but like my 
grandfather; he had recently entered into the home too. They would 
visit with each other from time to time before they were here. Bouquet 
often traveled past my grandfather’s house toward town to do whatever 
it was he did. 
 Every day he wore a red trucker cap that said “Veteran” on 
it and a blue and black Pendleton jacket. Even in the home he had 
them on, but with pajama bottoms and slippers. His skin was darker 
than most people in town and when he’d smile, you’d see that his four 
bottom teeth were missing so it sort of looked like he had dull fangs on 
his lower jaw. He used to yell at me when I was little when I’d play in 
my grandfather’s yard. All he’d ever say was “hutterite” loudly. But that 
was enough to send me running into the house. I’d hear him laughing 
outside. I often asked my parents why he did it and they laughed and 
said that was just the way Bouquet was. 
 My grandfather lived a few miles from town and there was a 
field behind his house that stretched about two miles or so. The field 
was covered with a yellow grass that only seemed to turn green for a 
couple of weeks in April. It appeared to be completely flat since it was 
surrounded by the rolling hills of the dull plains. No matter what time 
of day it was, Bouquet was crossing it with his cane in hand and he’d 
reach the road and follow it into town. I always wondered where he 
was coming from. My grandfather teased me and said he lived in the 
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hills and one day he’d drag me off with him.  
 When my family would pose for pictures in my grandfather’s 
backyard, Bouquet always seemed to be in the background in that 
field. He’d be captured in time; a tiny figure just above my grandfather’s 
smiling head, crossing a dying field. The photos chronicled his aging 
and in one photo he wouldn’t have a cane and in another he’d have two. 
My grandfather would laugh at the fact that you could always tell how 
old the picture was by whether or not Bouquet had a cane.    
Bouquet was staring at his coffee muttering something I didn’t 
understand when he looked up at me and smiled a toothless smile. 
“Hutterite-boy. Get me some sugar.”
 “You can’t have any sugar old man, they’ll cut your foot off,” 
My grandfather said. 
 Bouquet started muttering again. All I could make out was 
“goddamned hutterite” and “fucking sugar.” 
 “Why is he calling me that?” I leaned in close to my grandfather 
so Bouquet couldn’t hear. He was still sort of frightening, even in his 
wheelchair.
 “Probably because your skin is a bit lighter. Like your mom’s.” 
 I thought about how that made sense while another old man 
with dark sunglasses on that seemed to cover his entire face wheeled 
up next to Bouquet. He didn’t notice him. The man didn’t say anything. 
My grandfather tapped me on the arm and pointed toward them. 
“Watch these two,” he said with a nod.  
 After settling his wheelchair, the man with the sunglasses 
hadn’t moved and I wondered if there was something wrong with him. 
His skin was rubbery and hung loose at the neck like he was a living 
decaying man. His bottom lip drooped on one side and he looked like 
he might have stopped breathing until he pulled off his slipper and 
slapped Bouquet across the face with it. 
 It was a slow process. Bouquet’s head shot back and the coffee 
he was drinking spilled and splashed down the middle of his jacket. 
I looked at my grandfather who didn’t seem to have any kind of 
expression on his face, he just looked on. The other people didn’t seem 
to be making too much of a fuss about it either, some didn’t even turn 
and watch. The man had a smile on his face that seemed unnatural 
given his floppy skin and he went wheeling away with as much speed as 
his decomposing body would allow, which turns out was a snail’s pace. 
 We watched Bouquet take after him. He couldn’t catch up. He 
stopped and pulled his ankle up and settled it on the knee of his other 
leg. He grabbed his slipper and cocked it back and took aim. His free 
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hand was extended in front of him with two fingers in the shape of a 
V to form some sort cross-hairs. He closed one eye and I imagined 
him lining up the man between his fingers. He missed and his slipper 
went in the direction of the staring lady eating her bowl of pepper. 
The slipper struck her in the face and she blinked her glassy eyes a few 
times but she showed little reaction or emotion. Bouquet flipped her 
off and went after the man again who had disappeared through a door. 
Nurses followed and the old folks that had showed any interest went 
back to their meals.
 “That happen often?” I shook my head and finished my pop.
 “That’s the fourth I’ve seen,” my grandfather said. “Bouquet 
has been in all of them.”
 I believed that. “Did you have any problems with anyone? Any 
slippers come flying your way?”
 “No, Bouquet always sits with me. I fly under the radar when 
that mean bastard is around.” My grandfather smiled for the first 
time since I arrived. The smile didn’t last long though. The cross-eyed 
nurse came by, cleaned up the coffee then left again. My grandfather 
sat staring at the silent TV across the room. It was a car chase. You 
could barely see the action though because the captions took up half of 
the screen. There was no dialogue. The captions would just say “crash” 
or “screeching” as the cars stormed through a city. My grandfather 
continued to watch it. 
 “How’s that mother of yours anyway?” 
 “As good as she can be, I imagine.” 
 My grandfather was silent.
 “She lays around a lot when she’s not at work. We don’t talk 
too much.” I watched Bouquet come wheeling back up with a new shirt 
and a new cup of coffee. “She never mentions dad.”
 Bouquet sat looking at us both. He had a triumphant look 
about him. It made me think he had caught up to the man who had 
slapped him. “Hutterite, hand me that sugar.” He laughed hard. I 
handed him a package of Splenda but he threw it back at me. He took 
a drink from his coffee and looked even more triumphant than before.
 “You know Bouquet was the one that found us, your father 
and I,” my grandfather said. “He called the ambulance.”
 I sat looking at Bouquet. He was stirring his coffee with his 
index finger and he was still smiling. I couldn’t imagine him working a 
phone.
 “He pulled me out. Your father was already dead.”
 Bouquet wasn’t smiling anymore. He sat listening to my 
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grandfather.
 “I shouldn’t have been driving. I should have called your 
mother. We were coming from the casino and your father and I had 
had a few drinks. I don’t see too good at night anymore, you know?” 
 “Grandpa, I don’t blame you.” 
 “I know, my boy. But your mother does. And so do I.”
 “I can talk to mom.” 
 “It’s not that bad, really. At least I get to watch Bouquet bother 
everyone.” Bouquet was smiling again and he threw another package 
of Splenda at me.
 “Tell your mother to come visit me sometime.” 
 It had been 32 days since we buried my father. They had crashed 
the pickup into a ditch not even a hundred feet from my grandfather’s 
house. I was there sleeping, waiting on my father. It occurred to me 
that Bouquet must of have come in and called the ambulance while I 
was asleep. I slept through everything, Bouquet, sirens, my mother’s 
phone-calls. It wasn’t until my mother actually came to the house in 
the middle of the night that I learned what had happened. “I’ll tell her 
she needs to stop by.” But she wouldn’t.  
 Lunchtime was over and everyone began wheeling and 
shuffling through the exits to their rooms. My grandfather said he 
was tired. He departed with a nod and joined the old people parade. 
I watched him. He supported himself with the wooden cane that my 
father had made. My grandfather had always shied away from ever 
using it. He insisted he could walk on his own. His steps were short and 
deliberate. The cane would rise and fall and a click of wood on floor 
would accompany each step. With my father’s cane in front of him he 
disappeared through the door.                
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SARAH EISENLOHR is a junior from Lakeside, MT studying 
Art.
SAM CASE is a junior from Eden Prairie, MN, seeking a degree 
in Wildlife Biology with a minor in Studio Art. He works at 
the Philip L. Wright Zoological Museum, where he prepares 
scientific study skins.
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NANCY RISHOFF is a Missoula native senior pursing her BA 
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DANIEL CADIGAN is a senior majoring in English with 
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a Film Studies emphasis. He’s from Eugene, OR, and just 
completed a semester abroad at The University College Cork 
in Cork, Ireland. His Creative Writing courses with Robert 
Stubblefield and David Allan Cates have inspired him to 
continue writing.
KRISTAN APODACA is a freshman majoring in Art. She is 
from Joliet, MT, but originally from Albuquerque, NM. She 
cites Georgia O’Keefe as one of her favorite artists.
SUZY BERTSCHE is a senior pursuing a degree in Creative 
Writing and Social Work.
HANNAH HERKERT is a senior from Colusa, CA, studying 
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ZACHARY SHEARER is a sophomore pursuing a degree in 
Creative Writing. He claims Evanston, IL as his hometown.
ASHYLNN ANDERSEN is a freshman majoring in English 
Literature and Creative Writing. She’s from Billings, MT.
ZACHARY BROWN is a junior majoring in Environmental 
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campus as an ASUM Senator and as a member of many 
environmental student groups. Zach grew up hunting and fly 
fishing, and these passions are what motivate his environmental 
work as well as much of his writing.
CORIN CATES-CARNEY is a sophomore pursuing a degree in 
Journalism. His hometown is Tacoma, WA. 
KAITLYN CHRISTOPHER is a sophomore from 
Billings, MT, studying English and Political Science.
SARAH KORN is a freshman from Denver, CO. She is an 
English major (pre-Ed and Creative Writing) and in the future 
would like to work as a teacher in rural and low-income 
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schools, while sustaining a writing career on the side. The Oval 
is her first collegiate publication.
MISSY LACOCK is a senior majoring in Creative Writing. She 
is from Missoula and has an Associate Degree in Liberal Arts 
and a Bachelor’s Degree in Biblical Studies. She also has one 
spectacularly bratty cat.
EMMA ANDRUS is a senior pursuing a degree in Creative 
Writing and Film Studies. She is from Glasgow, MT.
JAKE ARROWTOP is a senior studying English Literature and 
Creative Writing. He is a member of the Blackfeet tribe and 
grew up on the Reservation in a small community called Heart 
Butte.
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